A vibrant community comes together in celebration.

UC San Diego’s Triton Center will be a place for our community and friends to assemble for indelible experiences and celebrations, and no less important, it will be a place to enjoy and connect with each other. We take pride in plans that feature the Celebration Space as the setting for notable conferences and inspiring community gatherings, an enriched experience for visitors and a gathering place for alumni — exemplifying the energy and innovation central to our Triton character.
The new Celebration Space will be a premier campus venue for meetings, symposia and events customized for diverse audiences and occasions. The high-quality experience will certify Triton Center as a destination for presentations and performances by prominent special guests, international conferences, and formal campus celebrations for students, faculty, staff, alumni and the community.

Seating, acoustics and lighting all play a role in enhancing participation, from person-to-person conversations to sharing the experience of a speaker or live performance. The facility offers state-of-the-art design attuned to the role the physical environment plays in producing effective events. Flexible indoor/outdoor transitions link Celebration Space activities to the vibrant Triton Plaza, while an artistic architectural design provides a singular framing in the moment and in countless accumulated memories.

Significant donations to support construction of the Celebration Space in Triton Center may be recognized with a naming of space within the facility. The location of the naming will be contingent on the size of the gift and visibility of the named space.

Together with your philanthropic support for the Celebration Space at Triton Center, we can continue to challenge convention, to be the place where education and discovery share a spirit of curiosity and boldness.

The new Celebration Space will bring our campus communities and friends together for events and meetings enhanced by an environment custom-configured for myriad occasions.

Take your part in creating a space worthy of our greatest Triton ambitions.

Learn more at advancement.ucsd.edu/triton-center.
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